
Celia and Kevin's Love Story

1. Adverb

2. Verb

3. Noun

4. Noun

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. Verb - Past Tense

8. Noun - Plural

9. Noun

10. Noun

11. Noun

12. Adjective

13. Verb

14. Noun

15. Adjective

16. Noun - Plural

17. Verb

18. Verb - Present Tense

19. Noun

20. Verb - Past Participle
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Celia and Kevin's Love Story

Everyone knew Celia and Kevin were destined to be Adverb from the start; they just needed to

Verb it out themselves! The day after their senior Noun , Kevin took Celia on their first

Noun . They spent the afternoon going on a walk around the Noun hand in hand and sitting in

Noun of each other as they Verb - Past Tense House. Celia and Kevin spent the whole summer

together under the Noun - Plural , swooning at each other's beauty. When the summer came to a close, they

just couldn't bear the thought of breaking up. They decided to attempt the terrifying reality of a long

Noun relationship. While difficult, it was the best Noun they ever made and their

Noun only grew stronger! Celia decided that the distance was too much and she needed to be by her

Kevin. She packed her bags and moved in with another Adjective ginger in Lincoln, NE. Now that Kevin

had Celia by his side, he wasn't going to let her Verb . They grew together and made wonderful

memories, including welcoming a furry Noun into the family! After a while, their love grew so

Adjective that they needed to be sure of one another. They spent a semester apart, which proved to be the

most heart wrenching Noun - Plural of their lives! They realized then that they didn't want to

Verb one more day without each other. After Verb - Present Tense their love once again, Kevin

snuck onto memorial stadium with all of his and her best friends to pop the Noun on the 50 yard line

right before getting Verb - Past Participle out... And the rest is history!
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